
Shall

Name: Date: __/__/20__

____________________, then, for an audience?1. (whom/we/ask/?)Whom shall we ask

And without sons, I _________________ much longer.2. (not/live)shall not live

And my soul _____________ with you.3. (sing)shall sing

I ____________ these papers aside for another day.4. (lay)shall lay

Meanwhile, you _________________ trade because young blood grows
hot.
5.

(not/lose)
shall not lose

But we ___________________ the two eggs, fresh from the hens, whose
temperature must have been above the normal, nor the spring-house in the
glen, where we found a refuge from the flies and the heat.

6.

(not/forget)

shall not forget

Mere disappointed cupidity cannot account for the proceedings of the next
morning; proceedings which I _____________________ to you-but which I
_____________ you of presently, not as a matter of conjecture but of actual
fact.

7.

(not/describe) (tell)

shall not describe
shall tell

I __________________ into any dispute about the particular mode of
infection, whether it be by the atmosphere the physician carries about him
into the sick-chamber, or by the direct application of the virus to the absorbing
surfaces with which his hand comes in contact.

8.

(not/enter)

shall not enter

And I _____________________ nothing.9. (know/and/say)shall know and say

We certainly _________________ better workmen by having ignorant
workmen.
10.

(not/have)
shall not have

______________________ him by attacking him?11. (he/get rid of/?)Shall he get rid of

All that has taken place ___________ as if it had never been, you may
believe me.
12.

(be)
shall be

You will go on quietly, and I _______________ far behind you.13. (not/be)shall not be

I _________________ anything so long as you all love me.14. (not/mind)shall not mind
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Lucia, I ____________________ her, that's all!15. (not/command)shall not command

_______________ you how you will earn it?16. (I/tell/?)Shall I tell

I know I ___________ off like a top.17. (go)shall go

I have every reason to believe that we ___________ in time to stop it.18.
(be)

shall be

You ____________ that I am not!19. (see)shall see

We'll see to all that, and the Paris people ________________.20.
(not/suffer)

shan't suffer
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